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Spatial coherence:
a fundamental quantity in wave physics

Spatial field correlation matrix

Mandel & Wolf, Optical Coherence and Quantum Optics (1995)
Brosseau, Fundamentals of polarized light: a statistical optics approach (1998)

fluctuating
source

r'

r

Statistical average
(usually temporal)

“In physical optics, the term is used to denote a tendency of two values of the field at 
distantly separated points or at greatly separated times to take on correlated values”

R. J. Glauber (Nobel 2005)



  

Light in disordered media

Fully polarized source at r0 (e.g. oscillating dipole)

→ The field in 1 point is always fully polarized
(well-defined polarization state)

→ The fields in 2 points are related in a way that is
specific to the realization (fully correlated)

In one (frozen) disorder realization

Upon average over disorder realizations

Random scrambling of the direction, phase and polarization of propagating waves

→ Depolarization: no preferential polarization state at large distances from the source

→ Decoherence: decorrelation between field components at large distances



  

Scalar wave approximation

Shapiro, PRL 57, 2168 (1986)

Propagation of average intensity can be described by scalar waves

(vector wave equation) (scalar wave equation)

Expression for the spatial coherence is known only for scalar waves 

Akkermans and Montambaux, Mesoscopic Physics of Electrons and Photons (2007)
Sheng, Introduction to wave scattering, localization and mesoscopic phenomena (2010)
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Importance of polarization
in mesoscopic phenomena

Specific morphology of disordered media
retrieved by mesoscopic scale probe

Local density of states fluctuations

Anderson localization
of polarized light in 3D

Haefner, Sukhov & Dogariu, PRE 81, 016609 (2010)
Carminati, PRA 81, 053804 (2010)

Cazé, Pierrat & Carminati, PRA 82, 043823 (2010)
Birowosuto et al., PRL 105, 013904 (2010)
Sapienza et al., PRL 106, 163902 (2011)

Skipetrov & Sokolov, 
PRL 112, 023905 (2014)



  

Multiple scattering theory for polarized light

Vector wave propagation equation with a source term

White-noise Gaussian disorder

Electric field in terms of Green function

with and

Stephen & Cwilich, PRB (1986); MacKintosh & John, PRB (1988); Ozrin, Waves in Random Media (1992);
Van Tiggelen, Maynard & Nieuwenhuisen, PRE (1996); Müller & Miniatura, J. Phys. A (2002).



  

Multiple scattering expansion

Bethe-Salpeter equation for polarized light

Average Green function in the Born approximation and far field

where

Scalar average
Green function

Polarization
dependence

Ladder & diffusion
approximations

and



  

Eigenmode decomposition

Polarization (r = r'):

Decomposition into polarization eigenchannels

Eigenvalue Projector

Projector: redistribution of the energy density 
from a given pair of input components (k, l) onto pairs of output components (i, j)

Eigenvalues: speed of diffusion and attenuation that describe
the propagation of the energy density in the individual polarization eigenchannels

Bethe-Salpeter equation in reciprocal space

Ballistic (coherent) term



  

Diffusion of the polarization

Energy density in the pth polarization eigenchannel

Diffusion constant Attenuation length

At large distances from the source R, we recover the classical (scalar) mode.



  

Spatial field correlation matrix

Spatial coherence (r ≠ r'):

Analytical expressions for the spatial coherence in real space (see paper)

Bethe-Salpeter equation in reciprocal space

Ballistic (coherent) term

Vynck, Pierrat & Carminati, PRA 89, 013842 (2014)

Polarization



  

Anisotropic field correlation

● Dependence on the orientation of the observation points (in r and r')

● Result from scalar theory recovered for the trace Tr(Wij)

● Null correlation on the trace = negative & positive correlations on field components

Vynck, Pierrat & Carminati, PRA 89, 013842 (2014)



  

Concluding remarks

Diffusion of polarization and spatial coherence of polarized light in disordered media

→ Emphasize the need to take polarization effects into account
     when mesoscopic scales are part of the physics

→ Starting point for further studies on coherence phenomena
     for polarized waves in complex systems

→ Further information on microstructure of disordered media
     with near-field experiments

Haefner, Sukhov & Dogariu, PRE 81, 016609 (2010)
Carminati, PRA 81, 053804 (2010)
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